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We argue that our research objectives in Liechty, Pieters, and Wedel (2003) are to provide generalizable insights into covert visual attention to complex, multimodal stimuli in their natural context, through inverse inference from eye-movement data. We discuss the most important issues raised by Feng (2003) and Reichle and Nelson (2003), in particular the task definition, inclusion of ad features, object-based versus space-based attention and the evidence for the where and what streams.
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1. Inverse Inference on Visual Attention

Our research objectives in Liechty, Pieters, and Wedel (2003) are to provide generalizable insights into covert visual attention to complex, multimodal stimuli in their natural context, through inverse inference from eye-movement data. We find that patterns of saccades are indicative of such covert attention states, and our study yields evidence that people exhibit a sequence of rapid switches between local and global covert states of visual attention. During a typical stimulus exposure, there tend to be about three of those switches on average, while subjects almost always start in the local and typically end in the global state; where the local state lasts around 1.1 seconds and the global state lasts around 0.2 seconds. Our study was inspired by the belief that we share with Kingstone, Smilek, Ristic, Kelland Friesen, and Eastwood (2003) that “theories of attention, too often generated from artificial laboratory experiments, have limited validity if attention in the natural world is considered”. This is in keeping with Broadbent’s (1971) view that cognitive theory should aim at solving questions about day-to-day attention of people in real life settings. The complexity of such everyday problems calls for integrative approaches to uncover processes and to produce generalizable findings. Feng (2003) points out that our research relates to, as yet, disparate streams of psychological research each with their different objects, theories, methodologies and data. In particular, it is located at the crossroads of vision research, attention research, and eye-tracking research.

The case for our research approach was presented elegantly in the first paragraphs of Feng (2003). Our goal is to understand real-life attention processes to print advertisements. Narrowing down the problem to one that lends itself to experimental, controlled testing in the lab is likely to render the conditions too contrived to inform us about the real-life process. As a direct
consequence of using real stimuli under natural conditions, statistical approaches are needed to provide insights in the underlying processes from data post-hoc. We agree with Feng (2003) that even richer models may allow us to consider other and perhaps more challenging problems, and we set out to develop and test these types of models in future research.

Figure 1 in Reichle and Nelson (2003) illustrates the potential problems of generalizing inference from controlled settings to other domains. They present a hypothetical sequence of fixations that, as one may tacitly assume, is derived from their extensive experience with participants in reading tasks. Compare this figure to our Figure 1. This figure shows the observed scan-paths of an individual for an ad. The difference between the two Figures illustrates that generalization from controlled reading tasks to real life settings, where the stimulus contains both textual and pictorial components, is extremely hazardous (see also Henderson & Hollingworth, 1999). While the E-Z Reader may help in understanding when and where the eyes move when reading text, we believe it is not suited to describe eye-movement patterns to complex, multimodal stimuli, and even less so to obtain insights into the covert visual attention processes (see De Graef & Germeys, 2003). The mere accuracy with which the model reproduces the marginal distribution of saccade lengths does not testify to its accuracy in describing covert attention (Roberts & Pashler, 2000). In calibrating their model to our data, Reichle and Nelson (2004) specify different probabilities for saccades within the same element, to neighboring elements, and to nonneighboring elements. By making those modifications—without which the EZ-reader model would give an ill account even of the marginal saccade frequencies—they account for differences in local and global eye-movements. We refer to Feng (2004) for a discussion of the benefits that can be gained from using our approach and discuss the most important issues raised in the commentaries next.

2. Definition of Exploration Tasks

Our study involved an exploration task—details of which are in the original paper, very similar to the tasks in Yarbus (1967) and Zangemeister, Sherman, and Stark (1995). In previous studies using such exploration tasks, eye-movements showed a significant relationship with subsequent (indirect) memory (Wedel & Pieters, 2000). We argue that while exploration is a common task for people when they see (e.g., ads) in the real world, research has not extensively studied it.
We were primarily interested in bottom-up processes. Yantis (1998) argues that if no explicit goal instruction is provided in the task, people naturally assume a goal in which they are most sensitive to salient bottom-up features. When people explore scenes, attention is more strongly driven by perceptual than by conceptual features (Pashler & Harris, 2001). Our exploration task should thus induce visual exploration with minimal top-down control (Folk, Remington & Johnston, 1992). That people scanned the ads "very casually" (Reichle & Nelson, 2003) was thus precisely what we intended to accomplish. We intended to create a realistic setting, but to induce minimal top-down influence or demand effects (as may occur when asking people to imagine hypothetical situations). We believe that the exploration task with minimal goal-directed task instructions accomplishes that, while producing qualitatively different eye-movement patterns from those during controlled reading of text (Figure 1).

3. Incorporation of Features

We agree with Feng (2003) that it would be a logical next step to relate top-down and bottom-up features to the observed eye-movements and the covert attention states, to improve our understanding of shifts in covert attention and help in improving ad design. We have presently not included such features because our focus was on the covert attention states during ad exploration, rather than on specific ad features that may influence the attentional process of prime interest. In view of the many possibilities, including (basic) perceptual features, textual objects, pictorial objects and higher-level conceptual features, it is not clear how to code the ads. And, each of those features could be incorporated in the intensity of the hidden states, or in the transition matrices or parameters for the processes that govern the moves, or both. Different types of ad content (perceptual/conceptual) may affect the attention process quite differently, and more theory is needed to help guide the selection of the relevant features and the specification of the model. Feng (2003) makes the useful suggestion to use informativeness of elements of the ads as a measure of content. We think this is important, but it is as yet not clear how informativeness should be operationalized (Henderson & Hollingworth, 1999). The "informativeness" is defined in terms of the reduction of uncertainty with respect to achieving certain goals and thus depends on subjects' goals and the task (Mallot, 2000). For example, Wedel and Pieters (2000) showed that the brand element contained most information for subsequent indirect memory tasks.

Given that the ad elements may contain a variety of different types of information, we chose to impose a spatial grid to describe the eye-movements of participants across the ads without recourse to their content. Each of the 48 cells of the grid corresponds to roughly an eight degrees visual angle, which is similar to the midrange visual angle used by Zangemeister et al. (1995) for discrimination between local and global saccades. It is a mistake however, to assume that the definition of the cell size directly affects our definition of local and global covert visual attention (Reichle & Nelson, 2004). We do not assume a saccade to a non-neighboring grid to be identical to a global attention shift, but use it in a probabilistic sense as an indicator of a covert attention shift. This is referred to as inverse inference by Feng (2003). Also, we do not treat all cells the same, but specify separate parameters for all transitions between all cells of the grid for every ad. We refrained from presenting this parameter set because we were not interested in overt attention, or the effect of perceptual and conceptual features, but wanted to focus instead on the covert attention process. We agree that inferences may be sensitive to the particular grid that is chosen, and future research would need to determine how robust our results are.

4. Space-Based Versus Object-Based Attention

That we aim to identify local and global states of covert attention does not imply that we adhere to the view of space-based attention. Our model does give a spatio-temporal account of observable eye-movements, for which there is ample neurological evidence. Saccade control largely resides in the superior colliculus (SC). The SC contains a topological map of the visual
field and the spatial location of a cell in the SC accurately corresponds to the location of its receptive field in the visual field (Schiller, 1998). The SC is connected to occipital visual areas, specialized in the processing of color, form and motion, amongst others. Those areas display a similar topographical organization (Farah, 2000). This makes it likely that in the absence of strong top-down inhibition, saccades are directed at spatial locations in the visual field that provide neural stimulation from their basic perceptual features. Thus, regardless of whether covert visual attention is space- or object-based, eye-movements are necessarily spatial, driven by a topological motor map of the visual field in the SC. Our model reflects this.

Contrary to Reichle and Nelson’s (2004) interpretation of Farah’s work, Farah (2000, pp. 177–178) herself concludes that “attention is fundamentally spatial”, and that we cannot attend to a stimulus without attending to its location, but that attentional selection may occur from object representations. Without specific (search) goals or expectations on objects in the ad, the perceptual features of the ad may strongly guide attention bottom-up, inducing a dominant spatial aspect in visual attention that does not require a mental representation of objects. In addition, what constitutes an object is often ambiguous for naturally occurring stimuli (Logan, 1996). The multimode, overlapping and hierarchically grouped objects that occur in real-life contexts are in our view less likely to invite pure object-based attention in exploration tasks, and this is precisely what makes it so exciting to examine them.

Whereas overt visual attention is intrinsically spatio-temporal, we believe that covert attention can be simultaneously space-based and object-based (Logan, 1996), depending on top-down and bottom-up factors. The nature and location of objects may interact with the intensity of space-based and object-based attention processes. Our model only supports the conclusion that at a particular point in time, a person explores the stimulus in the global or the local covert attention state. It has nothing to say about whether the focus of attention is object-based or not. That is: we do not actually infer what participants are attending to. Our model does not even preclude covert attention to two objects that are separated spatially. But, we agree that this needs further study. In addition, the concepts of object-based and space-based attention seem to be correlated with those of the focus of visual attention on “what” and “where”, as discussed below.

5. The “Where” and “What” Streams

We think our model provides evidence for the existence of distinct local and global scan-paths—given the data, the two-state model is over 200 times more likely than the single-state model that for example underlies the EZ-reader model. We might have considered a three-state model, which we did not do given the strong prior theoretical evidence for two-states. It is clear that more research is needed to corroborate our conclusion that the local and global scan-paths are indicative of activity in respectively the “what” and “where” streams, but in view of the available evidence reconfirming the existence of these two streams was not our foremost objective.

Several early studies in cognitive psychology revealed evidence for independent representation of object identity and location (Eriksen & Rohrbaugh, 1970; Styles & Allport, 1986). Additionally, in the neurological literature there is evidence that information from the visual areas in the occipital lobe separates into two visual streams, one stream receiving input mainly from neurons that have a receptive field located primarily in the periphery, sending its output mainly to the posterior portion of the parietal lobe, while the other receive input mainly from neurons that have receptive fields located near the fovea and sending output to the inferior portion of the temporal lobe (Farah, 2000). Baizer, Ungerleider, and Desimone (1991) presents impressive evidence for the segregation of these two streams and provides strong support for Ungerleider and Mishkin’s (1982) original proposal of the where and what streams. This proposal was based on observations that damage to the parietal lobe causes difficulties in visual orientation, while damage to the temporal lobe leads to impaired recognition of objects.

We believe that our findings have ramifications for theories about the “what” and “where” streams of attention processing. Our model identifies from the overt saccade pattern, the activity
of these two streams associated with different covert attention processes. In Figure 2 we provide an example of a full-page ad and its editorial counter-page as used in the study, and the local-global visual attention states inferred by our model from the eye-movement pattern. The figure illustrates that the person intermittently searches the stimulus for new features/objects, which are then investigated in more detail. We do think that the processing goals during stimulus exposure will affect the extent to which a participant engages in one of these two processes.

We believe that one of the main contributions of our work is that it reveals that in exploration tasks—rather than the global state being prevalent initially to "grasp the picture" and the local state later on to "fill in the details"—the covert attention process consists of a sequence of rapidly bursts of "what" and "where" activities, with the possible purpose of breaking up a complex scene into components or objects that can be more readily identified. This result may indicate a covert process of intermittent attention shifting and zooming (Broadbent, 1982, p. 271), where the "global state" is characterized by shifting the attentional spotlight, which depends on peripheral input, which is more difficult to inhibit, and directed by activity of the parietal cortex, the "local state" by attention zooming, depending on foveal input and directed by activity of the inferior temporal cortex. The possibly important implication that covert attention involves task switching rather than parallel processing deserves further study.

6. Future Research

In order to gain increased understanding of visual attention in real-life, it is valuable to integrate our approach with simulation approaches such as in the EZ-reader model (Reichle & Nelson, 2004), or more comprehensive cognitive simulation models such as EPIC (Meyer & Kieras, 1997). Feng (2003) proposed several other important routes for future work. First, as discussed, it is a priority to develop models that include causal effects of perceptual and conceptual features. Second, through more extensive applications and model tests further evidence for two covert visual attention states and our implication of covert task switching is needed. Third, the merits of alternative model formulations should be investigated. Fourth, the interplay of bottom-up and

1Local/global state probabilities in green/red, bubble sizes reflect gaze durations, the cross indicates the start.
top-down processing and the effect of processing goals need to be investigated and incorporated into our model (Farah, 2000; Hollingworth & Henderson, 1999). All of these are interesting challenges, some of which we intend to address in the near future. We are very grateful for the insightful reactions by Reichle and Nelson (2003) and Feng (2003), which have helped us to clarify the motivations for our approach, and reveal the potential of using eye-movements for inverse inference on covert visual attention processes.
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